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A. Choose the correct form of the verbs.  
1. John (A. play    B. plays   C. is playing) football on Sundays. 

2. Listen! She (A. sing    B. sings   C. is singing) a song. 

3. She (A. drink    B. drinks   C. is drinking) three glasses of apple juice 

every day. 

4. Sammi (A. listen    B. listens   C. is listening) to the radio now. 

5. Miss Wong (A. gos    B. goes   C. is going) to the church every Sunday. 

6. Look! It (A. rain    B. rains   C. is raining) outside. 

7. Children (A. eat    B. eats   C. are eating) ice cream at this moment. 

8. My sister (A. visit    B. visits   C. is visiting) Grandma every Sunday 

afternoon. 

9. Watch out! A bus (A. come    B. comes   C. is coming). 

10. All my classmates and I (A. pay    B. pays   C. are paying) attention at 

present. 

 
  



P.2 
B. Choose the correct form of the verbs. 
 
 
       My parents and I (1.) (A. live    B. are living   C. lives) in Sheung 

Shui. My elder brother (2.) (A. take   B. takes   C. is taking) a minibus 

to school every day. My younger brother and I (3.) (A. go   B. is going  

C. goes) to school by MTR.  

 

       Now, we (4.) (A. go    B. is going   C. are going) to school. Look! 

There (5.) (A. is    B. am   C. are) a  poor  cat  in  the  street. It 

(6.) (A. are shivering   B. is shivering    C. shivers). It  (7.) (A. is    

B. was  C. are)  hungry  and  weak. It  is  too  weak  to      

(8.) (A. is chasing    B. chase   C. chases) any mice! What a poor cat 

it (9.) (A. is    B. am   C. were)!  We (10.) (A. takes   B. am taking  

C. are taking) it  home  now. Look! I (11.) (A. hold   B. am holding  

C. holds) it in my arms. 


